
 

Entrepreneurship Cell IIT Kharagpur &The Bengaluru Angels 

presented KAN- Kharagpur Angel Network, An entrepreneurship 

Event,  at the Silicion Valley of India, Bengaluru , Jan 20th ,2017  

We believe those who donot jump will never fly! 

 

Left to Right -Mr Aadish Jain, Mr Nilesh Paliwal and Mr Nirmal K Bhardwaj at Cowrks, Ecoworld 

Bangalore before the start of the event 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Greeting of the new year 2017 ! 

An event was  held to promote entrepreneurial eco system . It is a platform for 

nurturing and fostering  entrepreneurship where investors and startups  

explore ,interact and build business relationships.  It offers  possibilities and 

options of  high quality mentoring   and angel funding support to new 

generation of entrepreneurs  who are building enterprise models based on 

disruptive innovation and confluence of cutting edge technology and sharp 

business   acumen. The network of  investors  is spread across geographies 

.The startups are selected based on process driven due diligence. It builds 

corridors of linkages, business relationships and investments   on the 

foundation of domain expertise, integrity, commitment and trust.  It enables 

skilled entrepreneurs to collaborate with the smartest investors and angel 



investor networks by virtually supporting all aspects of the investment 

relationship, from initial pitch to successful exit. 

Selected and recommened start ups from E-cell ,IIT Kharagpur  and The 

Bengaluru Angels who presented their pitch decks included : 

Fae Bikes; Peersome; Swing;Resurgent Agri ;Health Khoj;Zippy Bots;Bazar 

Funda;Anthill;Test Your wings . 

Various investors who turned up to listen to the curated and an interesting 

pitch decks included – 

Unicorn India Ventures, Derbi Foundation;Kstart;Matrix partners;Sequoia;IDG 

Ventures India;India Angel Network;Cube Capital ;Commerce Mint;Venture 

bean ;Saif Partners;Brillio. 

The event was a great success and all stake holders had very professional and 

indepth interactions. Many investors have expressed interest to keep a dollar 

on the table for some of  the start ups who presented their pitch decks . 

We thank  all the participants and stakeholders for attending the event  and 

making it a success! 

We earnestly thank the venue organiser , Cowrks, RMZ Ecoworld.  

We hope to conduct more of such events in the future with your kind 

cooperation and support. 

Best Regards, 

Team E cell IIT Kharagpur  

Team The Bengaluru Angels  

 

 



 
 

 



  

From Right to Left --Founder /Ceo;The Bengaluru Angels , Mr Nirmal K Bhardwaj, Distinguished 

Alumnus( Service Award) ,B Tech (Hons) 1981,  IIT Kharagpur; Post Graduate  1983 ,IIM Ahmedabad 

along with Mr Aadish Jain and Mr Nilesh Paliwal ;both are  Students at  IIT Kharagpur and Senior 

Managers, Startup and Alumni Relations Entrepreneurship Cell IIT Kharagpur 

 

 

Mr Nirmal K Bhardwaj, Founder/Ceo The Bengaluru Angels delivers keynote address at the event. 

 



 

Mr Aadish Jain briefs the audience on the key initiatives of entrepreneurship at E Cell IIT Kharagpur. 

 

 

Mr Aadish explains about the initiative Global Entrepreurship Summit, Ecell, IIT Kharagpur . 

 



 

Investors ,promoters and mentors  eagerly listening to the presentations with rapt attention. 

 

Start up community deeply engaged in understanding the disruptive and innovative business 

concepts. 

 



 

Promoters making exhaustive and elloborative presentations . 

 

Derbi foundation represenetatives fully engrossed in the start ups pitchdecks  

 

 



 

Incisive questions from the investors and revisiting some of the pitch deck slides to make a point. 

 

 

 

The session in full wing despite the Friday evening … 

 



 

The stakeholders were engaged in discussions till late in the evening, seeking clarifications from the 

startups and evincing tremendous interest. 

 

Thank you!  


